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Altered anticipation and processing of aversive interoceptive
experience among women remitted from bulimia nervosa
Laura A. Berner1, Alan N. Simmons1,2, Christina E. Wierenga1,2, Amanda Bischoff-Grethe1, Martin P. Paulus1,3,
Ursula F. Bailer1,4 and Walter H. Kaye1

Bulimia nervosa (BN) is characterized by dysregulated intake of food, which may indicate homeostatic imbalance. Critically
important for homeostatic regulation is interoception, or the sensing and processing of body-relevant information. A well-
documented link between avoidance of unpleasant body sensations and BN symptoms suggests that aversive interoceptive
experiences may be particularly relevant to BN pathophysiology. This study examined whether individuals with a history of BN
show aberrant neural processing of aversive interoceptive stimuli. Using a cued inspiratory breathing load paradigm, we compared
women remitted from BN (RBN; n= 24; to reduce the confounding effects of active bulimic symptoms) and control women (CW;
n= 25). During breathing load anticipation, the RBN group, relative to CW, showed increased activation in mid-insula, superior
frontal gyrus, putamen, dorsal anterior cingulate, posterior cingulate, and amygdala. However, over the course of the aversive
experience, neural activation in RBN relative to CW showed an aberrant decline in most of these regions. Exploratory analyses
indicated that greater activation during breathing load anticipation was associated with past bulimic symptom severity and the
duration of symptom remission. An exaggerated anticipatory response and an abnormally decreasing response during aversive
homeostatic perturbations may promote hallmark bulimic behaviors—binge eating, dietary restriction, and purging. Our findings
support a role for homeostatic instability in BN, and these altered patterns of brain activation may serve as novel targets for
pharmacological, neuromodulatory, and behavioral interventions.
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INTRODUCTION
Bulimia nervosa (BN) is characterized by recurrent binge eating,
compensatory behaviors like self-induced vomiting or restricted
eating [1], and high levels of affective lability [2]. Interoception, or
the detection and integration of signals related to body state (e.g.,
hunger, pain, heartbeat, and respiration [3]), critically determines
one’s experience of the body, supports both physiological state
and emotion regulation [4], and drives approach toward and
avoidance of food to promote homeostatic equilibrium. As such, a
recent model of BN informed by a systematic review posits that
altered interoception plays a vital role in the disorder’s
pathophysiology [5]. In line with this hypothesis, women with
current or past BN show altered pain thresholds [6, 7], sensitivity
to gastric distention [8], and heartbeat detection accuracy ([9], but
see [10]) relative to controls. However, prior studies of interocep-
tion in BN rely on self-report and may reflect disturbances in
cognitively mediated, conscious interoceptive experience rather
than in basic processes underlying interoception.
As interoception is mostly unconscious, neuroimaging is

particularly useful for interoceptive assessment [11]. The differ-
ence between anticipated and experienced interoceptive stimula-
tion is thought to be computed in the mid- to posterior insula,
with afferents and efferents to anterior and posterior insula and
the anterior cingulate, where an error signal is generated [12]. The

amygdala and striatum are also involved in encoding the
predicted and experienced valence and intensity of salient stimuli
[3, 13–16]. Projections from anterior and mid-cingulate and lateral
prefrontal cortex (PFC) to anterior insula likely regulate cognitive
reactions during interoceptive experiences [15, 17], and rostral
anterior cingulate, lateral PFC, and anterior insula are engaged
during return to homeostasis after interoceptive perturbations
[18]. Structural neuroimaging data indicate increased volume and
white matter connectivity of the insula in BN [19, 20]. In
addition, functional imaging results consistently suggest that
neural activation during taste anticipation and receipt in the ante-
rior, mid-, and posterior insula, ventral striatum, medial frontal
gyrus, cingulate, and amygdala is altered in BN relative to controls
[21–25]. This aberrant activation during both the anticipation and
processing of taste stimulation has been postulated to promote or
perpetuate BN symptoms.
However, prior neuroimaging investigations of sensation

processing in BN are limited in three critical ways. First, all
functional neuroimaging studies of interoception in BN to date
have focused on taste. There are multiple definitions of
interoception, only some of which include taste [11, 26], and no
studies of BN have assessed the neural correlates of non-disorder-
specific senses that are universally included in the definition of
interoception (e.g., pain, heartbeat, and air hunger).
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Second, most studies have focused on pleasant experiences,
but little is known about the neural processing of unpleasant
interoceptive states in BN. Theoretical models posit that bulimic
behaviors may represent efforts to distract from or otherwise
avoid aversive cognition/affect and body sensations (e.g., fullness;
[27]), and data support a strong association between avoidance of
unpleasant internal experiences and increased bulimic sympto-
matology [28]. In addition, the tendency to act rashly when under
distress is a major contributor to the development and
maintenance of BN symptoms [29]. Taken together, these findings
suggest that understanding how neural activation may be altered
in BN during aversive, distressing internal experiences could
inform a mechanistic understanding of the disorder.
Third, no studies have examined neural activation during

anticipation and experience of aversive internal states in BN.
Adaptive learning from body-related experience is thought to
require the effective integration of neural signals for expectations
with neural signals for the experience [12]. Recent theories posit
that the disparity between expected and sensed aversive
interoceptive states may promote a wide range of maladaptive
behaviors intended to change the internal milieu to match
anticipated states (e.g., binge eating, self-injury, and substance
use) [11, 30]. Therefore, examination of neural activation during
both anticipation and processing of non-food specific, unpleasant
interoceptive events is an important first step toward elucidating
one of likely many dysfunctional aspects of interoception that
could contribute to entrenched BN symptoms.
In the current study, we used a well-validated cued breathing

load task to examine whether BN is associated with altered neural
response before, during, and after aversive interoceptive stimula-
tion. Unlike other powerful interoceptive probes (e.g., balloon-
induced gastric distention), this task noninvasively creates
extended, intermittent, unpleasant internal state changes. Prior
reports have documented altered neural activation in other
psychiatric populations using this task (Table S1). For example,
adults with substance use disorders show reduced activation
across all conditions of the task [31, 32], whereas we found that
women remitted from AN (RAN) show a reduced anticipatory
response and steeply increasing activation during the breathing
load [33]. As in this prior investigation of RAN [33], the current
study included only remitted participants to avoid confounding
effects of active symptoms on neural function. Given that BN and
substance use disorders may share neurobiological vulnerability
factors [34] and both are characterized by impulsivity [35], we

predicted that RBN, like adults with substance use disorders,
would show reduced activation during all conditions of the task in
the insula, lateral PFC, cingulate, and striatum [31, 32]. In light of
amygdala contributions to aversive learning [36], we also
predicted that RBN would show reduced amygdala activation
across conditions. Secondary analyses tested the non-directional
hypothesis that the time course of the blood oxygenation level-
dependent (BOLD) response from anticipation to post-breathing
load in RBN would differ from that of controls. Exploratory
analyses examined associations of current and past clinical
symptoms and self-report ratings with task-related activation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Twenty-five RBN and 26 healthy control women (CW) participated
in this study. CW were recruited from San Diego, and RBN
participants were recruited nationally. Masters-level or higher
research staff administered standard structured interviews to
confirm past eating disorder diagnosis and exclude current eating
disorder diagnoses. RBN participants maintained more than 85%
ideal body weight, regular menstrual cycles, and had no eating
disorder behaviors for the 12 months before participation. Women
who met diagnostic criteria for a current Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders: Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) [37] Axis I
diagnosis were excluded from both groups, and CW with a history
of any eating disorder were excluded (see Supplement for further
detail). Participants provided written, informed consent to
participate in the study. The research was approved by the
University of California, San Diego Human Research Protections
Program.

Procedure
Aversive inspiratory breathing load paradigm. Within the first
10 days (early follicular phase) of their menstrual cycles, we
scanned participants during an inspiratory breathing load fMRI
paradigm (Fig. 1 and Supplement [31, 38–42]). Participants wore a
nose clip while breathing through a hose that intermittently
restricted breathing for cued 40-s periods. Participants completed
a continuous performance task (CPT) to ensure attention to cues
that predicted upcoming breathing loads (Fig. 1). Before scanning,
participants were told that blue rectangles indicated no upcoming
breathing load, and yellow rectangles signaled a one in four (25%)
chance of subsequent breathing load. Cardiac and respiratory data

Fig. 1 Experimental paradigm. The inspiratory breathing load paradigm has been used to study aversive interoception in healthy and
psychiatric populations [32, 38–42]. During fMRI scanning, participants wore a nose clip and were instructed to breathe through a hose that
intermittently restricted breathing for 40-s periods via 40 cm H20/L/sec inspiratory loads. Colored rectangles (mean duration 6 s) signaled the
likelihood of an upcoming breathing load period (yellow= 25% chance of subsequent breathing load, blue= 0% chance). Overlaid on each
rectangle, an arrow pointing left or right cued participants to press a left button or a right button, respectively. Accuracy and reaction time on
this continuous performance task measured attention. The post-load period after all breathing load conditions lasted an average of 2 s
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were acquired using a fingertip pulse oximeter and a pneumatic
belt around the upper abdomen, respectively.

Clinical measures. Participants completed the Eating Disorder
Inventory-2 [43], Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II; [44]), Tempera-
ment and Character Inventory (TCI) Harm Avoidance subscale (TCI-
HA; [45]), and Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI; [46]).
After first experiencing breathing load pre-scan and again
immediately after scanning, participants rated the pleasantness,
unpleasantness, and intensity of the experience using 10-cm
visual analogue scales (VAS). Additional post-scan VAS ratings of
feelings of faintness, choking, abdominal distress, chest pain, and
heart palpitations were also collected.

MRI statistical analyses
Imaging data (see Supplement for fMRI protocol detail) were
analyzed with AFNI, FSL, and R statistical packages.
For primary, between-group analyses, three regressors of

interest (anticipation, breathing load, and post-breathing load),
and eight regressors of no interest (the “post-anticipation”
condition when a yellow rectangle was not followed by breathing
load, six motion regressors, and a baseline/linear drift regressor)
were convolved with a modified hemodynamic response function
using AFNI’s 3dDeconvolve. The active baseline condition, when
participants performed the CPT with a blue background, served as
the baseline for within-subject imaging analyses [41]. Primary
between-group t-tests (using AFNI’s 3dttest++ ) within each
condition examined whether groups differed in mean peak
activation during breathing load anticipation, breathing load,
and after breathing load termination.
Secondary analyses examined potential group differences in the

time course of BOLD responses from anticipation to post-
breathing load. Time-course data were modeled within each
individual using AFNI’s 3dDeconvolve TENT function. This
approach modeled the hemodynamic response time-locked to
the experimental design (anticipatory cue, 40-s aversive breathing
load, post-breathing load). A Group x Time linear mixed effects
analysis (LME) conducted in AFNI’s 3dLME [47] compared time-
course data from RBN and CW (see Supplement for additional
detail).
As in our prior investigation of RAN [33], to limit multiple

comparisons, we restricted primary and secondary fMRI analyses a
priori to six bilateral regions (derived from the Harvard-Oxford
atlas [48]) involved in the anticipation, processing, evaluation, and
regulation of interoceptive state changes [3, 12–18, 49]: (1) the
insula in its entirety; (2) anterior/mid-cingulate (ACC); (3) posterior
cingulate (PCC); (4) lateral PFC; (5) striatum, including the caudate,
putamen, and ventral striatum; and (6) amygdala (Figure S1).
Intrinsic smoothness was estimated using the spatial autocorrela-
tion function (ACF) option in AFNI’s 3dFWHMx. Results in each
region were then small-volume corrected for multiple compar-
isons using Monte Carlo simulations via AFNI’s 3dClustSim,
including ACF estimates [50]. First-nearest neighbor clustering
and a per-voxel threshold of p < 0.001 (two-tailed) was set for each
of the six search regions with a cluster-wise two-tailed alpha
threshold of 0.05. We also conducted an exploratory whole-brain
Group (CW, RBN) x Condition (anticipation, breathing load, post-
breathing load) LME analysis (see Supplement).

Clinical variables and potential confounds
Within the RBN group, exploratory negative binomial regressions
conducted in R examined associations of percent signal change
during breathing load anticipation, breathing load, and post-
breathing load with bulimic symptom frequency (worst past binge
eating frequency and self-induced vomiting frequency, measured
in number of episodes per week). Huber robust regressions [51]
examined associations of percent signal change with duration of
BN remission. Sensitivity analyses (Huber robust regressions)

examined the potential impact of lowest post-pubertal body
mass index (BMI), VAS ratings, current depressive and anxiety
symptoms, years of education, and CPT performance on our
findings of between-group differences. Additional sensitivity
analyses examined the potential confounding impact of past
comorbidities (AN, major depression, and substance use disorders;
see Supplement). As above, significant clusters were identified
within each ROI using AFNI’s 3dClustSim for small-volume
correction (per voxel p < 0.001). To control for family-wise error,
within-group analyses were also Bonferroni-corrected for the
number of clinical assessments and conditions tested. We
computed the intersection of clusters identified in the primary
task-related t-tests with those from regression analyses to assess
for potential overlap. As both maps include only significant
clusters, the resultant overlap also may be considered statistically
significant [52].

RESULTS
Participants
One RBN and one CW were excluded from analyses because
they did not complete both task runs. The final sample included
24 RBN (12 who also had a history of AN) and 25 CW (all included
in a previous comparison with RAN [33]). Groups did not differ in
age (RBN mean= 27.5; CW mean= 25.2; p= 0.464) or BMI (RBN
mean= 22.4; CW mean= 22.0; p= 0.372; Table S2). Past mood,
substance, and alcohol use disorders were more common in the
RBN group, and available data suggested that compared with CW,
the RBN group reported higher, but non-clinically significant,
levels of depressive symptoms, trait anxiety, and harm avoidance
(Table S2).

Task performance, VAS ratings, and physiology
Across all task conditions, the RBN group responded more
accurately than CW on the CPT (p= 0.046); however, both groups
performed with high accuracy (RBN mean: 99.7%; CW mean:
98.9%), and groups did not differ on reaction time, nor was there a
Group x Condition interaction on CPT performance measures
(Table S3). RBN tended to rate post-scan feelings of faintness,
choking, and heart palpitations more strongly than did CW, but
these differences did not survive multiple comparisons correction,
and groups did not differ on ratings of chest pain, abdominal
distress, or the pleasantness, unpleasantness, or intensity of the
breathing load experience (Table S3).
Groups did not differ on average (RBN: 0.5 ± 0.4 mm; CW: 0.6 ±

0.4 mm; p= 0.310) or maximum (RBN: 1.7 ± 0.9 mm; CW: 1.7 ±
0.9 mm; p= 0.888) motion during the task. Because of hardware
malfunction, physiological data could be analyzed for only a
subset of participants; however, available data provide some
indication that groups did not differ in heart rate, breathing rate,
or breathing rate variability (Supplement).

Within-condition analyses
During breathing load anticipation, RBN showed increased
activation compared with CW in the bilateral mid- and left
posterior insula, left superior frontal gyrus (SFG), dorsal ACC
(dACC)/mid-cingulate, PCC, bilateral putamen, and right amygdala
(Table 1 and Fig. 2). We did not detect group differences during
the breathing load or post-load conditions within our regions of
interest (see Figure S2 for effect size maps of non-statistically
significant effects). Results of exploratory Group x Condition
whole-brain, voxel-wise analyses are in Table S4.

Time course of activation across conditions
Group x time interactions were detected in left posterior insula,
rostral and dACC, right middle frontal gyrus (MFG), bilateral PCC,
and right amygdala (Table 2). CW activation in these areas
gradually increased over the course of the task and peaked after
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breathing load offset. In contrast, in all areas except the amygdala,
RBN activation peaked early and decreased over the course of
breathing load before increasing again after breathing load
termination (Fig. 3). RBN activation in the amygdala immediately
declined and remained low until a steep increase after breathing
load termination.

Exploratory associations with clinical variables
RBN who reported higher worst past self-induced vomiting
frequencies showed greater BOLD responses during breathing
load anticipation in the right amygdala (Figure S3), whereas those
with longer durations of remission from BN showed less activation
during breathing load anticipation in the left caudate, right ACC,

left PCC, and bilateral amygdala (Figure S4; Table S5). These
clusters associated with BN-specific clinical variables did not
overlap with task-related clusters shown in Table 1, and there
were no significant associations of these clinical variables with
BOLD response during breathing load or post-breathing load
conditions.
In both RBN and CW, somatic VAS ratings were associated with

striatal, ACC, and mid-cingulate activation during the anticipation
condition (Table S6). In the RBN group, lateral PFC and putamen
clusters in which anticipatory activation was inversely associated
with pleasantness ratings overlapped with clusters in which RBN
showed hyperactivation relative to CW. There were no significant
associations of current depressive or anxiety symptoms, years of
education, or CPT performance with BOLD response in either
group, suggesting these variables likely did not contribute to
group differences in mean peak activation. Results of additional
sensitivity analyses indicated that there were no significant
differences in activation between participants with and without
past AN, and lowest past BMI was not significantly associated with
activation in the RBN group during breathing load anticipation.
Group differences in mean peak activation remained statistically
significant in repeated analyses excluding RBN women with past
major depression, a past alcohol use disorder, and those with a
past substance use disorder.

DISCUSSION
This study is the first to test whether BN is associated with
aberrant neural processing of non-painful aversive interoceptive
events. Compared with CW, RBN showed increased activation in
mid-insula, striatum, lateral PFC, amygdala, dACC, and PCC during
anticipation of an unpleasant breathing load. Groups did not differ
in mean peak activation during other task conditions. However,
time-course analyses revealed that RBN showed early initial peaks
in activation followed by a decline in activation during the
aversive experience, whereas CW showed a steady increase in
activation during the sustained aversive breathing load. Explora-
tory regressions in RBN indicated that greater limbic activation
during anticipation of an aversive interoceptive state could
contribute to or result from compensatory behaviors, and striatal
and prefrontal hyperactivation may be linked to the perceived
aversiveness of an internal experience. In addition, anticipatory
limbic, striatal, and cingulate activation may decrease with longer
bulimic symptom abstinence. Taken together, these findings
suggest excessive activation before and an abnormal decline in
activation during aversive interoceptive events in RBN. These
alterations may make it particularly difficult to integrate expecta-
tions about homeostatic state changes with experiences of those
changes, ultimately promoting binge eating and purging—
behaviors that result in homeostatic extremes.
Contrary to our hypotheses, during breathing load anticipation,

the RBN group showed hyperactivation in regions involved in
aversive prediction errors and the expectation and recall of
aversive experience [14, 36, 53–55]. The directionality of these
findings contrasts with prior findings of decreased anticipatory
and prediction error signaling for taste rewards among individuals
ill with BN [24, 56]. These differences could be related to prior
studies’ use of appetitive instead of aversive stimuli and the
distinct neural circuitry implicated in appetitive and aversive
processing [57]. For example, prior findings of reduced prediction
error signaling for sucrose were all in regions implicated primarily
in appetitive processing or both appetitive and aversive proces-
sing (bilateral anterior insula, right putamen, right amygdala, and
left orbitofrontal cortex) [56–59], whereas our findings of
increased activation during aversive anticipation were all in
regions implicated primarily in aversive processing or both
appetitive and aversive processing (bilateral mid-insula, bilateral
putamen, right amygdala, bilateral dACC, and PCC) [57–59].

Table 1. Between-group, within-condition differences in activation in
a priori regions of interest

Center of mass
MNI
coordinates

Hem Region BA voxels x y z t Cluster
Cohen’s d

Anticipation

L Mid-insula 13 23 −34 −4 1 3.87a 1.13

R Mid-insula 13 17 35 0 5 3.78a 1.10

L Mid-insula 13 12 −39 −5 11 3.78a 1.10

L Posterior
insula

13 6 −33 −22 8 3.70a 1.08

L Superior
frontal gyrus

6 19 −30 13 53 3.75a 1.09

L Cingulate 24 7 −8 −6 31 4.24a 1.24

R Cingulate 24 7 6 −7 42 3.64a 1.06

R Cingulate 25 4 2 11 −6 3.70a 1.08

R Cingulate 24 4 2 2 42 3.77a 1.10

L Posterior
cingulate

31 8 −12 −33 39 3.68a 1.07

R Posterior
cingulate

23 5 8 −40 26 3.63a 1.06

L Posterior
cingulate

31 4 −14 −43 26 3.96 1.16

R Posterior
cingulate

23 4 8 −21 30 3.81 1.11

L Posterior
cingulate

31 3 −4 −33 31 3.72 1.09

L Putamen 10 −30 −4 5 3.87a 1.13

R Putamen 13 5 30 3 7 3.69a 1.08

R Putamen 4 29 −5 3 3.85a 1.12

R Putamen 4 29 −10 7 3.60a 1.05

L Putamen 3 −25 −8 9 3.76 1.10

R Amygdala 2 20 −9 −18 4.44 1.29

Positive t statistics indicate that activation in the group of women remitted
from bulimia nervosa is greater than that of controls. No statistically
significant between-group differences were found during or after the
breathing load. All results presented were small-volume corrected with
Monte Carlo simulations (via Analysis of Functional NeuroImages
3dClustSim with ACF correction) to guard against false-positive results
(per voxel p < 0.001, cluster-wise p < 0.05). Coordinates are presented in LPI
format
Hem hemisphere, L left, R right, BA Brodmann area
aClusters that are statistically significant after more stringent small-volume
correction (per voxel p < 0.001, cluster-wise p < 0.01)
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The directionality of our findings may also differ from those of
previous BN studies because in prior paradigms, anticipatory
stimuli were strongly predictive of subsequent experience, and
predictive probabilities were learned rather than explicitly stated
to participants. The predictive visual cue in the breathing load task

signaled only a 25% chance of upcoming load. Therefore,
increased anticipatory activation in RBN may indicate an
exaggerated neural signal for both uncertainty and anticipation
of an aversive experience.
Despite differences from appetitive studies in BN, our results

are consistent with increased anticipatory neural responses for
aversive stimuli in depressed and anxious populations [60, 61],
increased striatal and limbic activation during breathing load
anticipation in adults low in resilience [62], and increased insula
and cingulate activation during hyperventilation anticipation
among individuals with elevated fear of somatic symptoms [63].
Our sensitivity analyses suggest that this increased anticipatory
response in RBN was not better accounted for by elevated
anxiety or depressive symptoms. However, to our knowledge, no
one has directly compared BN to mood and anxiety disorders to
test whether increased limbic activation during anticipation of
an aversive internal experience represents a transdiagnostic
trait.
Our findings of altered anticipatory activation in mid-insula,

specifically, are consistent with data suggesting an important role
for mid-insula activation in the anticipation [64] and recall [55] of
aversive interoceptive stimuli in health and depression. The mid-
insula is hypothesized to relay interoceptive information to limbic
and striatal structures, thereby promoting adaptive behaviors to
maintain homeostasis [12, 65]. Exaggerated anticipatory activation
in mid-insula, as well as limbic and striatal regions, may interfere
with such allostatic signaling in BN. Results of our exploratory
analyses preliminarily suggest that increased anticipatory limbic
activation is associated with more frequent past self-induced
vomiting frequency but could represent a state marker of the
illness that attenuates with prolonged symptom abstinence. Of
note, increased anticipatory mid-insula activation in RBN directly
contrasts with decreased anticipatory mid-insula activation in RAN
[33]. Whether opposite responses during the anticipation of
aversive body state change drive the predominant symptoms

Fig. 2 Increased activation during breathing load anticipation in women remitted from bulimia nervosa relative to controls. Corresponding
statistics are presented in Table 1. No statistically significant between-group differences were found during or after the breathing load. Amy
amygdala, rACC rostral anterior cingulate cortex, Ins insula, Put putamen, PCC posterior cingulate cortex, dACC dorsal anterior cingulate cortex,
SFG superior frontal gyrus

Table 2. Group × Time interactions: mixed effects time series analysis

Center of mass
MNI coordinates

Hem Region BA voxels x y z F

L Posterior insula 13 14 −38 −19 3 2.56a

L Rostral anterior cingulate 32 3 −1 21 −7 2.12

L Rostral anterior cingulate 32 3 −9 39 3 2.10

R Dorsal anterior cingulate 24 3 3 6 36 2.40

R Middle frontal gyrus 6 17 29 4 54 2.31a

R Middle frontal gyrus 45 12 45 20 21 2.42a

R Middle frontal gyrus 9 9 32 29 34 2.21a

R Middle frontal gyrus 9 5 46 13 29 2.13

L Middle frontal gyrus 9 4 −36 30 28 2.13

L Posterior cingulate 23 22 0 −34 26 2.30a

R Posterior cingulate 24 3 14 −19 36 2.11

R Amygdala 4 27 1 −27 2.88a

All results presented were small-volume corrected with Monte Carlo
simulations (via Analysis of Functional NeuroImages 3dClustSim with ACF
correction) to guard against false-positive results (per voxel p < 0.001,
cluster-wise p < 0.05). Coordinates are presented in LPI format
Hem hemisphere, L left, R right, BA Brodmann area
aClusters that are statistically significant after more stringent small-volume
correction (per voxel p < 0.001, cluster-wise p < 0.01)
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Fig. 3 Group differences in activation time course. Group x Time interaction results suggest that the time course of activation in RBN
statistically significantly differed from that of CW. Time-course graphs for anticipation, breathing load, and post-breathing load conditions are
shown in in light gray and with gray shading the background. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. Additional clusters in which
time course differed between groups are shown in Table 2. RBN women remitted from bulimia nervosa, CW healthy control women, MFG
middle frontal gyrus, rACC rostral anterior cingulate cortex, PCC posterior cingulate cortex
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characteristic of these disorders (binge eating and purging versus
extreme dietary restriction) remains to be explored.
Time-course analyses across conditions revealed group differ-

ences undetected by our primary analyses, which averaged
activation within conditions. The BOLD signal in RBN showed an
aberrant pattern of an initial early spike followed by a decline over
the course of the breathing load. This BOLD time course in RBN is
opposite to that seen in RAN—an initial dip followed by a steeply
rising climb in activation over the course of breathing load [33].
These opposite time-course patterns, particularly in the cingulate
and right MFG, which, via projections to the anterior insula,
likely regulate cognitive reactions during interoceptive experience
[15–17], may contribute to or reflect the excessive cognitive
control characteristic of AN and deficient cognitive control
characteristic of BN [66]. Consistent with this notion, women ill
with BN relative to CW show an abnormally abrupt decline in
cingulate activation during the engagement of inhibitory control
on the Simon Spatial Incompatibility Task [67]. Alternatively,
declining activation in the lateral PFC and posterior insula, regions
involved in processing stressful events, may reflect adaptive
habituation to an aversive internal experience [68]. Such
exaggerated habituation could have contributed to recovery in
our RBN sample. More frequent assessments of perceived intensity
and aversiveness of the experience are needed to test this
possibility.
RBN participants did not significantly differ from CW on post-

scan ratings of somatic sensations or pleasantness, unpleasant-
ness, or intensity of the breathing load experience. However,
lateral PFC and putamen clusters inversely associated with
pleasantness ratings in RBN overlapped with clusters showing
task-related group differences, suggesting that these ratings may
be linked to anticipatory hyperactivation in these regions. Future
studies incorporating neuroimaging with measures of interocep-
tive accuracy (e.g., [69]), sensibility (beliefs about interoception),
and awareness (correspondence between confidence and accu-
racy) will be important to fully characterize the conscious and
unconscious interoceptive alterations that may promote BN.

LIMITATIONS
Several limitations should be noted. Our sample size was modest
and included only RBN, and physiological and self-report data
were missing from some participants. Moreover, we did not assess
carbon dioxide levels. Prior studies using the breathing load task
have not detected group differences in carbon dioxide levels, but
future research would benefit from examining associations of
breathing rate, expired carbon dioxide, and neural activation in
BN. In addition, the CPT in the current paradigm requires
attentional control, and our design does not permit comparison
of trials with and without this button-pressing task to isolate
activation related to the added attentional demand. Additional
studies should be conducted without this CPT. Finally, despite our
statistical investigation of the effects of past comorbidities, future
studies with larger sample sizes are necessary to comprehensively
test the potential impact of comorbid symptoms and disorders on
altered interoception in BN.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The current study is the first to measure the neural correlates of
interoceptive perturbation in BN, and our findings add to
mounting evidence suggesting that anticipation and experience
of body sensations is altered in eating disorders [24, 33, 56, 70–72].
Our results also highlight a potential role for aberrant temporal
characteristics of interoceptive processing in BN. These findings
may have important implications for understanding BN main-
tenance and enhancing interventions. Interoceptive signals inform
motivated approach and avoidance behaviors, and in anxiety and

mood disorders, avoidant symptoms have been conceptualized as
attempts to compensate for the pronounced difference between
signals for expectation and experience of aversive body states
[73]. Similarly, in BN, neural hyperactivation during the anticipa-
tion of an aversive interoceptive experience coupled with
abnormal temporal decline of the BOLD response during aversive
experience may contribute to the dynamic interplay of avoidant
and arousal-seeking behaviors characteristic of the disorder [74].
Pharmacological or neuromodulatory interventions could be
targeted to stabilize these interoceptive responses. In addition,
as symptoms persist in as many as 70% of patients who receive
first-line psychotherapies for the disorder [75], psychosocial
interventions may benefit from an increased focus on anticipatory
cognitions and behaviors.
Further investigation of interoceptive dysregulation in BN is

warranted. Since our anticipatory cues were only 25% predictive
of subsequent breathing load, breathing loads were partially
unexpected. Abnormally declining activation in RBN during this
sustained, partially unexpected aversive stimulus may be con-
sistent with reduced activation observed in symptomatic BN in
response to unexpected, brief tastes of sucrose [56]. As theoretical
models have posited for a range of psychopathology [12], BN may
be characterized by aversive interoceptive prediction errors, and
perhaps specifically altered temporal dynamics of these prediction
errors. Applications of computational modeling to tasks that
include expected, unexpected, and omitted interoceptive pertur-
bations are needed to formally test this hypothesis. Replication of
our methods in larger, currently symptomatic samples is also
needed to determine whether interoceptive alterations are trait-
like and how they may relate directly to dysregulated eating
behavior. Additionally, since our sample included women with
and without past AN, and results were opposite to those in RAN
with no history of BN [33], longitudinal research should investigate
whether the observed neural responses represent biomarkers for
eventual BN development. Future research in BN should explicitly
examine the rewarding and aversive aspects of the internal state
changes associated with bulimic symptoms and how these may
relate to neural processing of interoceptive stimuli more broadly.
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